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How greasy are your potato chips conclusion

One thing we can try is just squash the chips and see how much fat comes out. The paper absorbs really good grease, so we can use it as our tool to help us quantifi - or find an outline number - how much grease there is in a single chip. But wait a minute. Not all chips are the same size! Even chips from the same bag come in different sizes, and of course, different brands usually
make different-sized chips. If we tested a really big chip, we'd get more grease than if we tested a small one, and it certainly wouldn't describe how grease is in one serving of chips very well. So what good way to determine how much fat is in your potato snouts? We can calculate a useful number known as the average to describe how much grease we have in our chips. We can
find the average by adding together all the grease we find divided by the number of chips we used to get so much fat. How fat are different brands of chips? A few bags of chips (different brands) something to write with wax paper rolling pin, nylon wrap, or a large sandwich bag and a large paper graph and sunlight window tape found the packet size listed in nutrition facts for each
brand of chips. Write down the packet size for each brand. If we're trying to determine if a serving of one type of chip is more 80s than another, why do you think recording the packet size for each type of chip is important? Find the total fat per serving for each brand of chips, in grams. Record this number. Pick some kind of chips. Counting the number of chips equals the serving
size for this brand. Be sure to pull chips randomly from the bag. Don't choose large or small, especially. If we want to take an exact average, why do you think it's important? Place the chips on a sheet of graph paper. Record the amount of chips you've spent for this type of chip. Place the wax paper, plastic wrap or a large sandwich bag on the chips. Use that time to formulate your
hypothesis. What kind of chips do you think would be the greasiest? Roll the chips several times with the rolling pin, making sure they are completely crushed. Remove the graph paper and drop the chips. Glue the graph paper to the window (or to the surface of the school's overpass projector, if you have access to the window). Count the number of squares transparent from the
fat. (hint: Mark a check mark on each square you count. Count only squares that are 1/2 full or more. When you can reach the number of squares you count for this brand. Repeat steps 4-10 for each brand. The average grease per serving is simply the amount of squares you For each brand. To calculate the average grease per chip, some squares are counted by the number of
chips tested. Write this number for all brands in your data chart. Draw a graph like the one below and compare the detailed fat value per serving for each type of chipset and the number of squares you counted when performing the experiment. Does the data surprise you, or is that what you expected? What does this offer about the accuracy of your measurements? Your results
should roughly reflect the amount of fat listed in the nutritional facts for each type of chip. Here's another way to think about how averages work: Since we caught a large handful of chips without looking, we have some fries that were big, some small, and some medium in size. Because we have a lot of chips of different sizes to average together, we can say that each given chip is
about that size. If we only had two chips it would be hard to choose which one is closest to normal size, but if we had a lot of them it would be pretty easy to find a good one, an average size that describes them all pretty well. This is a simple example of the law of large numbers: the more things we look at (the more times we look at them), the more accurate our calculated average
will be. Scientists use averages all the time because the world often doesn't behave consistently enough to give us exactly the same number every time we do an experiment. Gas mileage, nutritional facts, school grades, and even things like radiation flux for spacecraft are all based on averages. Averages are a way to find numbers typical of the situation or for example, meaning
that these numbers closely describe this situation, even if we can't always predict the exact number we'll get every time we experiment! So what other factors may have influenced our results? We made sure to smash each chip so that it released most of its grease, but if your results don't match what was on the bag, it may be because some chips release grease better than others
when smashed. If you want, you can repeat this experiment and smash each chip even more. Check to see if your results change and note this in writing for your project. There are countless ways to expand this experiment. What if we tried to figure out how fat was a type of chips by weight, as opposed to serving size? This is a useful thing to measure, because some sizes of a
serving may be larger or smaller than others. We can calculate this measurement by dividing the amount of squares we counted by the number of grams that are serving in size. We can even get a more accurate measure of 80s by using a food scale to measure the gram, instead of counting the FDA's estimated amount of chips that invented serving size. Remember, the FDA
calculated this number by taking an average! An experiment could even be expanded to test how accurate the FDA's estimated serving sizes are. Can you design an experiment to explore this using a food scale? Precautions of the Education.com provide the ideas of the Science Fair project for informational purposes only. Education.com does not guarantee or represent the
ideas of the Science Fair Project and is not responsible or responsible for any loss or damage, directly or indirectly, caused by your use of this information. By accessing science fair project ideas, you give up and give up all Education.com they wake up. In addition, your access to education.com the Science Fair Project Ideas website is covered by the Education Privacy
Policy.com and the Terms of Use, which include limitations on the company's education .com responsibilities. A warning is given that not all project ideas are suitable for all people or in all circumstances. Implementation of any idea of a scientific project should be carried out only in the appropriate settings and with appropriate parental supervision or other. Reading and following
the safety measures of all materials used in the project is the sole responsibility of each person. For more information, see your country's Guide to Scientific Safety. Introduction When people eat a bag of chips they don't usually look to see how many calories are in each bag. Chips come in a variety of flavors, including: barbecue, sour cream and onions, salt and vinegar.
According to a Harvard University analysis, the average person eats about 6kg of chips a year. The purpose of this experiment was to inform readers who were no longer aware of how much fat there was in the chips chips of their choice. There's a difference between reading the label and physically seeing how much grease there is in these chips. When a person sees the grease
physically it may cause them to put the chips back on the shelf compared to them reading the label. The hypothesis noted in this experiment was that the bag of classic Lays potatoes were going to contain the most grease. After eating chips according to some of the subjects, they appeared to have leftover fat on their hands after eating the chips. Methods and materials used
during this experiment included various brands of chips, graph paper, rolling pin and sunlight. The first step was to find the packet size listed on the back of the chip bag, write the packet size on notepad. Then find the total fat per serving for each brand of chips in grams. Count a few chips equal to the portion size of this brand of chips. In the next place, place the chips on a sheet
of graph paper. Roll the chips several times with a rolling pin. Remove the graph paper and glue the graph paper to the window. Chips 2 Finally, Count The number of squares transparent from the fat. This set of methods have been edited many times to see if the result will be the same. Results of conducting this experiment proved that lays classic fries contained the most grease.
The experiment was carried out repeatedly, whenever the results were the same. The barbecue chips that were the same amount in grams of fat per serving (90 grams) as the chips assumed, were only 15 squares that were covered from the grease. The spicy sweet chilli doritos had the lowest amount of fat per serving at 70g, meaning they had the lowest number of squares at
25. Classic potatoes had the most squares in 151. Discussing and conclusion chips 3 this experiment is not time consuming, it is very quick and easy for anyone to participate. There were mistakes made in this experiment: some of the chips were larger than others, the square count was wrong, and they paper had homemade graph paper not one bought in stores. The chips were
randomly selected and some of the chips were larger than others, depending on how large or small the chips depended on how much grease the graph paper was going to hold. Although the experiment was repeated at different times there is always a chance of a wrong count, some of the plots were difficult to tell if it was at least one half full. Graph paper provided in stores was
not used in this experiment, it was done. This can have a huge impact on the experiment because the size of the squares may be different, if regular graph paper was used there is a good possibility the number of squares would be different. How fat your fries are. (2016, July 22). October 8, 2020, October 8, 2020,
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